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Abstract. The effects of host biodiversity on disease risk may vary greatly depending on
host population structure and climatic conditions. Agricultural diseases such as potato late
blight, caused by Phytophthora infestans, provide the opportunity to study the effects of
intraspecific host diversity that is relatively well-defined in terms of disease resistance
phenotypes and may have functional impacts on disease levels. When these systems are present
across a climatic gradient, it is also possible to study how season length and conduciveness of
the environment to disease may influence the effects of host diversity on disease risk. We
developed a simple model of epidemic progress to evaluate the effects on disease risk of season
length, environmental disease conduciveness, and host functional divergence for mixtures of a
susceptible host and a host with some resistance. Differences in disease levels for the
susceptible vs. resistant genotypes shifted over time, with the divergence in disease levels first
increasing and then decreasing. Disease reductions from host diversity were greatest for high
host divergence and combinations of environmental disease conduciveness and season length
that led to moderate disease severity. We also compared the effects of host functional
divergence on potato late-blight risk in Ecuador (long seasons), two sites in Peru (intermediate
seasons) in El Niño and La Niña years, and the United States (short seasons). There was some
evidence for greater disease risk reduction from host diversity where seasons were shorter,
probably because of lower regional inoculum loads. There was strong evidence for greater
disease reduction when host functional divergence was greater. These results indicate that
consideration of season length, environmental conduciveness to disease, and host functional
divergence can help to explain the variability in disease response to host diversity.

Key words: agroecology; density dependence; disease ecology; frequency dependence; functional
diversity; genetic diversity; genotypic diversity; intraspecific diversity; Phytophthora infestans; plant
pathology; potato late blight; Solanum tuberosum.

INTRODUCTION

Understanding the role of biodiversity in ecosystem

function is a primary goal of ecology, with added urgency

as biodiversity is diminishing in both wild and agricul-

tural systems (Hooper et al. 2005). Several mechanisms

for greater plant productivity as a function of greater

plant diversity have been characterized (reviewed by

Fridley 2001). Complementarity may increase productiv-

ity when species/genotypes use resources differently, so

that competition between different types is lower than

within types. Facilitation between types may occur such

that one type makes environmental conditions more

favorable for another type. A thirdmechanism for greater

productivity is the ‘‘sampling effect,’’ the greater proba-

bility of incorporating highly productive species as more

species are assembled in a community. The sampling

effect underscores the importance of functional diversity.

For many species, the abundance of pathogens and

vectors and the degree to which the abiotic environment

supports disease progress are important environmental

drivers of productivity. In animal disease ecology, the

mechanisms for effects of biodiversity mentioned above

(reviewed by Fridley 2001) are often defined in terms of

factors affecting transmission between individuals: diver-

sity effects on the rate of encounter, the probability of

transmission given an encounter, as well as the density of

susceptible individuals, the recovery rate, and the death

rate of infected individuals (Keesing et al. 2006). In plant

disease ecology, encounters between host individuals are

less relevant, especially since wind and water dispersal are

key for many pathogens, and research has focused on the

fact that pathogen reproduction tends to be dependent on

host frequency and/or host density, so higher levels of
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host biodiversity will tend to reduce the pathogen

population (e.g., Mitchell et al. 2002). Other mechanisms

for biodiversity effects in plant disease ecology include

induced resistance as a result of exposure to pathogens

reproducing on other plant genotypes and changes in the

microenvironment as a result ofmixed plant architectures

(Garrett and Mundt 1999, Finckh et al. 2000, Mundt

2002).

The role of intraspecific genetic diversity is receiving

more focus in ecology, with studies of its effects on

behavior, fitness components, productivity, responses to

disturbance, invasibility, and other ecological functions

(Hughes et al. 2008). The development of genetic and

genomic tools to facilitate evaluation of intraspecific

diversity has been rapid, so that even in natural systems

genomic characterization is becoming easier (e.g.,

Whitham et al. 2006, Travers et al. 2007), and agri-

cultural systems offer a wealth of these and other tools

for characterization. Agricultural systems also offer the

advantage that the functional role of many genetic

features is understood, at least to a degree, and

incorporating the effect of intraspecific functional

diversity in models of biodiversity is an important next

step. Furthermore, many frameworks for conceptualiz-

ing the effects of biodiversity are relevant to either

intraspecific or interspecific diversity, so we adopt the

use of the term ‘‘type’’ to indicate either a genotype or a

species in parts of our text. Mason et al. (2005)

developed the idea of ‘‘functional divergence,’’ or the

degree to which types differ in their use of niche space.

They use nitrogen availability as one example of a

definition for niche space. In agricultural cropping

systems, human–plant commensalisms, niche space for

plant types may be defined for the most part in terms of

successful performance by human standards. One im-

portant dimension of the space is defined by resistance

to disease. Functional diversity in disease resistance may

be defined in detail when the different resistance genes of

a host population, and their interactions with ambient

pathogen populations, are well characterized. A simpler

approach that may capture many system features is

evaluation of functional divergence, defined as the range

in disease risk experienced by the different host types,

where host types may represent one or more species that

have some degree of susceptibility even if they are highly

resistant.

One of the most direct applications of these ideas is

the development of crop mixtures in agriculture (Wolfe

1985, Mundt 2002); if susceptible types are mixed at a

relevant scale with resistant or immune types, crop

disease incidence and severity may be reduced. When

placing research with agricultural mixtures in the

context of the broad range of ecological studies, there

are several interesting conceptual possibilities. Ecolo-

gists contrast ‘‘synthetic assemblage experiments,’’

where combinations of types are assembled to represent

different levels of diversity, and ‘‘removal experiments,’’

in which particular types are removed from established

communities (Diaz et al. 2003). Agricultural systems

offer an interesting square peg for this round-hole

definition, since all represent groups of species assem-

bled by their human commensalists with greater or lesser

insights into how best to maximize productivity in terms

of human interests. Traditional agricultural systems that

have evolved over time to include many types (e.g.,

Rhoades and Bebbington 1990) may be represented

experimentally by a smaller number of types to facilitate

experiments and, in some cases, economic systems. A

striking example of the use of biodiversity in agriculture

is the deployment of rice mixtures composed of a

resistant, lower value genotype and a susceptible, higher

value genotype, which has been very successful in China

for reducing rice blast losses (Zhu et al. 2000, Leung et

al. 2003). But the use of crop mixtures has often

provided mixed results for disease management, with the

magnitude of benefits varying widely (e.g., Garrett et al.

2001). The development of strategies for deployment of

agricultural diversity for disease management requires a

clear understanding of when the effects of host diversity

will be small or substantial.

The functional divergence of plant types in terms of

their disease resistance phenotypes, or the level of

disease resulting from the combination of host genotype,

abiotic environment, and ambient pathogen population

characteristics, may help to explain differences in the

impact of host diversity. A general hypothesis in the

analysis of mixtures for disease management is that the

greater the difference in disease resistance phenotypes

between host types in a mixture, the greater the size of

the effect of the mixture on disease severity will tend to

be. Disease severity is often measured as the percentage

of the maximum number of infections possible (Garrett

and Mundt 1999, Phillips et al. 2005) because many

plant pathogens, especially fungal plant pathogens, are

not systemic but produce a large number of local lesions

per plant. Models of the effects of mixtures on epidemics

have generally addressed resistant and immune types

(Leonard 1969, Mundt et al. 1986, van den Bosch et al.

1990, Skelsey et al. 2005), though sometimes in practice

all types in a mixture may have some form of

susceptibility. Our first hypothesis was that greater

functional divergence, exemplified by mixtures in which

types have greater differences in phenotypic resistance,

would experience greater host-diversity effects for

reduced late blight. In addition to overall levels of

resistance, differences in particular components of

resistance (i.e., resistance mechanisms that impact

different life history traits of the pathogen) can influence

epidemics in mixtures. Jeger (1981a, b) demonstrated

how mixtures of particular resistance phenotypes can

result in increased disease levels in mixtures. If one

genotype is resistant based on reduced spore production

per infection while another is resistant based on a

reduced probability of infection per spore, the combi-

nation of these two genotypes may result in higher

infection rates than if the genotypes are separated. The
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need to understand the effects of different levels and

types of susceptibility motivated the development of a

new model of the effects of mixtures of resistance types

on disease risk described in this paper.

Plant disease risk is strongly influenced by the abiotic

environment, as illustrated by the ‘‘plant disease

triangle’’ of susceptible host, competent pathogen, and

disease-conducive environment which, in combination,

allows disease to develop (Madden et al. 2007). The

abiotic environment has the potential to influence (1) the

disease resistance phenotype of a particular host type,

(2) the ratio of the levels of phenotypic disease resistance

of the host population (functional divergence), and (3)

the effect of diversity on disease resistance phenotypes.

In the case of the Chinese rice mixtures for rice blast

management, the microclimate experienced by the taller

susceptible varieties is less humid and so less conducive

to disease when the taller varieties are mixed with

shorter resistant varieties (Zhu et al. 2005). Season

length may be another important factor in disease risk;

the compound-interest structure of many epidemics

(Madden et al. 2007) results in large increases in

inoculum load at the end of a season. Where season

length is longer, there will tend to be higher local and

regional risk for diseases that are aerially dispersed.

Season length can be a function of many factors; for

example, for voles the beginning of a season may be a

function of previous population sizes, generating pop-

ulation cycles (Smith et al. 2006). For plant diseases, the

beginning and end of a season are generally defined by

the occurrence of disease-conducive weather, often

characterized by appropriate temperatures and levels

of humidity or dew, and by the regional availability of

susceptible hosts. The complexity of the relationship

between environment and biodiversity effects is another

motivation for developing our new model, incorporating

the effects of environmental conditions such as season

length on the relationship between biodiversity and

disease risk. Our second hypothesis was that longer

seasons may reduce the effects of biodiversity on disease

risk.

In addition to our general model of biodiversity

effects on disease risk, we address empirical studies of

the pathogen Phytophthora infestans, causal agent of

potato late blight (see Plate 1). Phytophthora species are

infamous as forest pathogens that have proven extreme-

ly difficult to manage (reviewed in Hansen 2008): P.

ramorum causing sudden oak death that threatens many

plant species in temperate forests, P. lateralis infecting

Port Orford cedars, and P. cinnamomi, a generalist

pathogen destroying endemic plant species in Australian

forests and elsewhere. P. infestans was the cause of

potato losses in the Irish potato famine and recently

more virulent and more pesticide resistant genotypes

have increased problems with this pathogen globally

(Fry and Goodwin 1997). P. infestans causes huge crop

losses and requires massive quantities of pesticides for

management in regions where many farmers have few

resources to purchase pesticides and limited training for

their safe use (Crissman et al. 1998). Improved

management strategies may have very large cumulative

effects on pesticide loads in sensitive environments, and

important effects on regional inoculum loads. It is

common to observe disease foci in fields infected by P.

infestans in temperate regions, where initially small foci

spread as the pathogen is dispersed onto neighboring

plants by wind and/or rain-splash (Zwankhuizen et al.

1998). In contrast, in tropical regions such as around our

research sites near Quito, Ecuador, it appears that heavy

regional inoculum loads result in more spatially

dispersed and more frequent infections (G. A. Forbes

and K. A. Garrett, personal observation), probably

through lift of spores into larger weather systems and

subsequent spore showers.

The use of potato genotype mixtures has shown

potential as a management component for late blight in

the United States (Garrett and Mundt 2000b) and

France (Andrivon et al. 2003), but did not have as

important an effect near Quito, Ecuador, except at a site

distant from other potato production (Garrett et al.

2001) or when combined with fungicide use (Pilet et al.

2006). Environmental differences between the sites

where potato mixtures were evaluated for late blight

management may be important for explaining the rela-

tive utility across the sites. At Quito, near the equator,

potatoes are grown year round and the level of outside

inoculum that enters a given field is likely to be high

(Lima et al. 2009). Moving from Cajamarca in the north

of Peru to Huancayo in central Peru, potato production

becomes more seasonal and it would be expected that

the level of regional inoculum would decline. Under the

hypothesis that longer seasons reduce the effects of

biodiversity on disease risk, a smaller host-diversity

effect would be observed at Cajamarca sites than at the

more southerly Huancayo sites. Potato late blight offers

the ability to study intraspecific functional diversity

using characterized genotypes in experiments across a

climatic gradient from South to North America.

To address these hypotheses about the effects of host

functional divergence and climate and develop a better

general understanding of the effects of host diversity,

our first objective was to develop a simple model of the

effects of host diversity on disease risk that incorporates

these effects. Our second objective was to determine the

effect of host diversity on potato late blight severity (as

measured by the percentage of diseased leaf area) in a

shorter season region as compared with a longer season

region of Peru. Our third objective was to compare the

effects of host diversity at these Peruvian sites with

previously published results for sites in the United States

and Ecuador and to determine to what extent the host-

diversity effect can be predicted by functional diver-

gence, in terms of the ratio of the level of resistance in

the host genotypes, and by the climate, in terms of the

length of the growing season and by inference the

regional inoculum load.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Conceptual model of host functional diversity effects

The logistic equation is commonly used as a simple

model for the development of an epidemic subject to a

carrying capacity (Madden et al. 2007). Here we use a

discrete logistic model to describe disease severity (e.g.,

percentage of leaf area infected in a population of

plants) over time. Because of the modular nature of

many plant structures and plant responses to disease,

individual plants are not tracked in the model. In this

context, we use the following notation:

Dtþ1 ¼ Dt þ R 3 Dt½1� ðDt=100Þ� ð1Þ

where Dt indicates the percentage of infection at time t

and R indicates the rate of increase for disease (Table 1).

Thus, the percent infection after one pathogen genera-

tion is modeled as the percent infection in the prior

generation plus new infections that are produced at a

rate R from the available infections (Dt), with the rate of

new infections scaled down proportionately as the per-

centage of infection increases. Suppose two different

host types are present in a mixture and infection in each

is tallied separately, though inoculum is assumed to mix

completely between the types. In the simplest mixture,

one type is susceptible while the other is immune. In that

case, infection occurs only on the susceptible type and

can be modeled as

Dstþ1 ¼ Dst þ Rsðps 3 DstÞ½1� ðDst=100Þ� ð2Þ

where ps indicates the proportion of the hosts that are of

the susceptible type, indicated by the subscript s. A

reduction in disease in such simple mixtures occurs

because only the proportion ps of inoculum produced by

the susceptible type will cause disease on the susceptible

type while the other inoculum will be ‘‘wasted’’ by

landing on the immune type.

For the case of a mixture of two host types of differing

levels of susceptibility, the same model is applicable with

an adaptation to the expression for inoculum availabil-

ity. We modeled the percentage of infection in a partially

resistant type as follows:

Drtþ1 ¼ Drt þ Rr½ðcr 3 pr 3 DrtÞ þ ðps 3 DstÞ�

3 ½1� ðDrt=100Þ� ð3Þ

where cr denotes the reduction in inoculum production
per infection for the partially resistant type relative to
the susceptible type. Reduction in inoculum production
per infection is one component of resistance out of
several, and often is subsumed within the overall rate of
increase Rr, but here we have separated it to study its
impact. The corresponding model for the percentage
infection in the susceptible type is

Dstþ1 ¼ Dst þ Rs½ðcr 3 pr 3 DrtÞ þ ðps 3 DstÞ�

3 ½1� ðDst=100Þ�: ð4Þ

For each type of host, the inoculum level produced
locally (no regional inoculum is incorporated in this
model) and available for producing new infections at
time t þ 1 is

ðcr 3 pr 3 DrtÞ þ ðps 3 DstÞ: ð5Þ

Evaluations of the effects of mixed types for disease
risk can be based on at least two different criteria. First,
if disease severity in the mixture is lower than the
severity of each of the individual types when growing
separately, there is a clear reduction in disease risk. This
level of benefit might only be expected if more than one
type is susceptible and pathogen populations infecting
the different types are fairly distinct, so that there is a
benefit to more than one type rather than a benefit only
to the most susceptible type. This might be the scenario
for different host species that do not share pathogen
species, or for different genotypes within a host species
that have different major genes for resistance that
effectively partition the pathogen species into subpop-
ulations. Second, disease severity in the mixture may be
compared to the weighted mean of disease severity in the
component types when growing individually. This is a
measure of whether ‘‘local mixing’’ results in disease
reduction, assuming the same types are grown together
or apart. We take this approach to evaluating the effects
of host mixtures, defining the relative mixture response
(RMR) as the disease severity in the mixture divided by
the weighted mean disease severity of the mixture
component types grown individually. For example, if a
mixture includes 25% type A and 75% type B, the
denominator of the RMR would be 0.25 times the
disease severity of type A grown alone plus 0.75 times
the disease severity of type B grown alone. If the RMR is
greater than one, that indicates higher disease severity in
the mixture than would have occurred if the plant types
had grown separately. RMR less than one indicates
lower disease severity in the mixture than would have
occurred for plant types grown separately, and a
potential benefit in agricultural systems.

This linked logistic model includes the implicit
assumption that inoculum is limiting. This feature has

two important implications. First, the starting value for

TABLE 1. Notation and abbreviations.

Variable Definition

cr reduction in inoculum production per infection
for the partially resistant type relative to the
susceptible type

Drt disease severity at time t for the resistant type
Dst disease severity at time t for susceptible type
Dt disease severity, or percentage infection, at time t
pr proportion of plants of the resistant genotype
ps proportion of plants of the susceptible genotype
R rate of disease increase
Rr rate of disease increase for the resistant variety
Rs rate of disease increase for the susceptible variety
RMR relative mixture response: disease severity in a

mixture divided by the weighted mean severity
in monocultures of the component types

S initial infection level in the susceptible type
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infection is important in determining epidemic progress.

In our model we treated the starting infection level in the

susceptible type as a model parameter, S. For an im-

mune type, no infection is possible. For a partially re-

sistant type, the starting value was (Rr/Rs) 3 S. Second,

limiting inoculum makes the production of inoculum

within the two crop types important, as expressed in

Eq. 5. Higher regional inoculum levels will tend to

produce higher starting values for infection processes

and to reduce the importance of the function in Eq. 5 by

adding a large additional source of inoculum through

immigration throughout the growing season (the latter

effect is not illustrated).

Since even this simple model structure allows for a

large number of parameter combinations, we selected

representative parameters to ask the following questions:

1) How do changes in conduciveness of the environ-

ment to disease, expressed through proportional increas-

es in Rs and Rr, affect the ratio of the disease resistance

phenotypes for the two host types (the functional

divergence)? And, how do changes in the starting

infection level affect the ratio of disease resistance

phenotypes for the two host types?

2) For the simplest form of mixture, a susceptible

type mixed with an immune type, how does the RMR

change over the course of the season?

3) For a mixture of a susceptible and a partially

resistant type, how does the RMR change over the

course of the season?

4) With regard to a mixture of a susceptible and a

partially resistant type:

a) How does the overall level of resistance (Rs, Rr,

and cr) affect the RMR?

b) How does the ratio of susceptibility (Rs vs. Rr)

of the types affect the RMR?

c) How does resistance expressed through reduc-

tions in Rr vs. resistance expressed through reductions

in cr affect the RMR?

5) In general:

a) How do these processes change when Rs and/or

Rr both increase as a result of a more disease-

conducive environment?

b) How do these processes change when the

starting infection percentage S is higher?

c) How are these processes affected by season

length, or the number of pathogen generations?

Field studies in Huancayo and Cajamarca, Peru

For the analysis of host-diversity effects on potato late

blight, sites in farmers’ fields were established near

Huancayo (128 S, 758 W) and Cajamarca (78 S, 788 W),

Peru, during the 1997–1998 (El Niño, conducive to

disease) and 1998–1999 (La Niña, less conducive to

disease) field seasons (Table 2). The sites near Huancayo

were at a higher altitude than the sites near Cajamarca,

in addition to being further south of the equator.

Mixture plots were planted in 25% of a susceptible

variety and 75% of a more resistant variety, with the

varieties arranged systematically to maximize the

distance between susceptible varieties. At each site,

two different mixtures were planted along with the single

genotype stands of the component varieties (Table 3).

Because of seed tuber limitations, the same mixtures

could not be planted at every site during the first season.

Research plots were arranged in a randomized complete

block design with four replicates. Plots were 4 3 4 m,

consisting of 12 plants in each of four 1 m wide rows.

The planting density and the proportion of susceptible

genotypes were selected to match experiments in the

United States and Ecuador, since both can influence the

size of host diversity effects (Garrett and Mundt 2000a).

Plots were spaced at least 4 m apart from each other on

all sides and borders were planted with oats (Avena

sativa) near Huancayo and rye (Secale cereale) near

Cajamarca to reduce movement of inoculum between

plots. To allow the plants to become established before

the epidemic began, protective fungicides were applied

at the beginning of the season. All inoculum was

naturally occurring and epidemics began late in the La

Niña year because of the unusually dry conditions.

Percentage of foliar disease severity was evaluated

weekly using visual estimates, separately for the cultivars

in mixtures as well as in the single-genotype plots. While

different cultivars can generally be distinguished visual-

ly, individual plants of a particular cultivar often

intertwine, so that visual estimates were based on the

plot as a whole rather than individual plant evaluations.

When plants died, their diseased foliage was retained in

the evaluation of disease severity. The area under the

disease progress curve (AUDPC; Madden et al. 2007)

for each site was analyzed separately in an analysis of

variance (AOV). The following linear model was fit to

the data for each site–year combination:

TABLE 2. Sites included in the study of host functional divergence effects on potato late blight
risk near Huancayo and Cajamarca, Peru.

Site
Altitude

(m above sea level) Years Abbreviation Planting date

Aymará (Huancayo) 3700 1997–1998 H-A98 25 Oct 1997
Pazos (Huancayo) 3600 1997–1998 H-P98 24 Oct 1997
Pazos (Huancayo) 3600 1998–1999 H-P99 11 Nov 1998
Sicaya (Huancayo) 3300 1998–1999 H-S99 12 Nov 1998
La Encañada (Cajamarca) 3050 1997–1998 C-E98 12 Nov 1997
Porcon Alto (Cajamarca) 3400 1997–1998 C-P98 13 Nov 1997
Santa Clotilde (Cajamarca) 3050 1998–1999 C-S99 24 Nov 1998

K. A. GARRETT ET AL.1872 Ecological Applications
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xij ¼ lþ si þ bj þ eij

where xij is the AUDPC for the ijth experimental plot, si
is the effect of the ith treatment (i ¼ 1, . . . , 8 in 1997–

1998; i¼ 1, . . . , 12 in 1998–1999), bj is the effect of the

jth block ( j¼1, . . . , 4), and eij is the residual error.During

the 1997–1998 season, there were four single-genotype

treatments and two mixture treatments; during the 1998–
1999 season, there were four single-genotype treatments

and four mixture treatments. Genotypes were evaluated
separately within themixtures and overall disease severity

was estimated as the weighted mean of severity for the
components. Because there was a tendency for the

variance of the response to increase with the mean
response across treatments, the model was fit using

weighted least squares. Each treatment was weighted
with the inverse of the estimated variance for that

treatment at that site. Percentage of severity in mixture
was compared to percent severity inmonoculture for each

mixture component of each mixture using planned linear
contrasts. For the 1998–1999 season, during which each

cultivar appeared in two different mixtures, the percent
severity for each component in those mixtures was also

compared. For example, the percent severity for the
cultivar Yungay was compared for Yungay in a mixture

with Amarilis and Yungay in a mixture with Kory.

Comparison of host diversity effects

in Peru, United States, and Ecuador

We also considered the results of the studies near
Cajamarca and Huancayo in combination with results

from studies of host-diversity effects on potato late blight
nearCorvallis, Oregon,USA (Garrett andMundt 2000b),

and near Quito, Ecuador (Garrett et al. 2001) (Table 4).
From the studies in Peru, we had 20 mixture–site–year

combinations. We selected the treatment from the Quito
study that was most directly analogous to the Peruvian

treatments: a mixture of 75% Santa Catalina (resistant)
and 25% Uvilla (susceptible). This mixture was studied at

three different sites nearQuito. TheCorvallis studywas of
amixture of 75%A90586-11 (resistant breeding selection)

and 25% susceptible Red LaSoda (susceptible). This
mixture was studied for two imposed inoculum patterns

(focal and general) in two different years near Corvallis,
for a total of four inoculum pattern–year combinations.

We used this set of data to evaluate howwell the following
two parameters predict the magnitude of host-diversity

effects.
First, we considered how the season length, and so the

likely level of regional inoculum, may have influenced
the host-diversity effect, along with the weather condi-

TABLE 3. Potato cultivar mixtures included in the study of
host functional divergence effects on potato late blight at
sites near Huancayo (H) and Cajamarca (C), Peru; Quito,
Ecuador; and Corvallis, Oregon, USA.

Potato cultivar mixture

Sites�
Functional
divergence�

Resistant
component

Susceptible
component

Peru

75% Kory 25% Liberteña H-P98 1.14
H-A98 0.88
C-E98 0.87
C-P98 2.67

75% Chagllina 25% Yungay H-A98 0.17
75% Chagllina 25% Tomasa H-P98 1.46
75% Perricholi 25% Tomasa C-E98 0.85
75% Amarilis 25% Yungay C-P98 2.54

H-P99 2.46
H-S99 2.35
C-S99 0.79

75% Amarilis 25% Tomasa H-P99 3.40
H-S99 3.13
C-S99 0.98

75% Kory 25% Tomasa H-P99 2.77
H-S99 3.65
C-S99 1.00

75% Kory 25% Yungay H-P99 1.84
H-S99 2.87
C-S99 0.80

Ecuador

75% Sta Catalina 25% Uvilla ESC98 0.31
IASA98 0.18
CADET98 0.55

USA

75% A90586-11 25% Red
LaSoda

FOC97 1.44
GEN97 1.49
FOC98 2.23
GEN98 2.18

� Site abbreviations are as defined in Table 2.
� Reported as log10(AUDPC[sus]/AUDPC[res]), where

AUDPC[sus] is the mean AUDPC in single-genotype stands
of the susceptible mixture component and AUDPC[res] is the
mean AUDPC in single genotype stands of the resistant mixture
component; AUDPC is area under the disease progress curve.

TABLE 4. Ranking of research sites in terms of seasonality and other features expected to contribute to regional inoculum load,
where a ranking of 1 indicates the highest estimated regional inoculum load.

Rank Site
Regional abundance

of host Length of available growing season
Year-specific

climatic characteristics

1 Quito, Ecuador high (low at one site) year-round (at equator)
2 Cajamarca, Peru (1998) high medium (lower altitude, near equator) El Niño year (wet)
3 Cajamarca, Peru (1999) high medium (lower altitude, near equator) La Niña year (dry)
4 Huancayo, Peru (1998) high short (higher altitude, further from equator) El Niño year (wet)
5 Huancayo, Peru (1999) high short (higher altitude, further from equator) La Niña year (dry)
6 Corvallis, USA low short (;458 N)

Note: The Peruvian sites are distinguished by year because of the large interannual difference in environmental conduciveness to
disease due to El Niño effects.
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tions of the year being studied (Table 4). For this anal-

ysis, we ranked the locations, in order of increasing

season length/predicted regional inoculum levels, as

Corvallis, Huancayo, Cajamarca, and Quito. In addi-

tion, Huancayo’s greater altitude makes seasonality rel-

atively more apparent there. For comparisons of years,

we assumed that drier years would experience lower

inoculum levels. For Huancayo and Cajamarca, the

1998–1999 La Niña season was drier than the 1997–1998

El Niño season. Note that our ranking of the predicted

inoculum level in, for example, a wet year in Corvallis

compared to a dry year in Huancayo is arbitrary, but the

rankings should generally reflect the trend in inoculum

loads.

Second, we considered the influence of the difference

in resistance between the two mixture components (the

functional divergence). Because the functional diver-

gence varied from site to site, we expressed this variable

as the ratio of the AUDPC for the susceptible potato

genotype grown alone over the AUDPC for the resistant

potato genotype grown alone. Because the influence of

changes in this variable on the RMR is likely to be

greatest at low values of the ratio, we considered the

RMR as a function of log10(AUDPC for suscepti-

ble/AUDPC for resistant). We compared this measure

of functional divergence and the seasonality index as

predictors of the RMR in a regression analysis.

RESULTS

Model predictions

Under our model, disease severity in single host type

populations progresses following a logistic curve to

approach 100% severity (Fig. 1). When a partially

resistant type has a rate of increase of Rr¼ 0.5, half the

rate of the susceptible (Rs¼ 1), the number of pathogen

generations required to reach 100% disease severity is

doubled from about 10 to about 20, for a low initial

infection rate (S¼ 1). When the rate of increase of both

susceptible and partially resistant types is reduced by

half (Rr ¼ 0.25, Rs ¼ 0.5), infection in the susceptible

type takes twice as many generations to reach 100%

severity and infection in the resistant type develops

slowly enough that there might be no important effect

on productivity for typical agricultural pathogens that

might only experience 5–10 or fewer generations per

FIG. 1. (A–C) Model disease progress curves for three epidemic scenarios in which host types grow separately without
inoculum exchange, and (D) a comparison of how the ratio of disease resistance phenotypes (functional divergence) changes with
increasing pathogen generations for the two resistance types in each scenario. In each case, the ratio of the disease genotype is
unchanged, illustrating the potential influence of environmental conditions and time of sampling on functional divergence. Time is
measured in pathogen generations. (A) Reference epidemics for separate resistant (Res.) and susceptible (Sus.) types (rate of
infection: Rs¼ 1, Rr¼ 0.5; initial infection level in the susceptible type: S¼ 1). (B) Separate epidemics with rate of disease progress
for both types reduced by half, such as might be expected for less disease-conducive abiotic conditions (Rs¼ 0.5, Rr¼ 0.25, S¼ 1).
(C) Separate epidemics with same growth rates as in (A) but with the initial infection level increased 10-fold (Rs¼ 1, Rr¼ 0.5, S¼
10). (D) Time series of the ratio of disease severity in the separate resistant type [Dis sev (Res.)] over disease severity in the separate
susceptible type [Dis sev (Sus.)] for scenarios A–C.
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season. When the initial infection rate is substantially

higher (S ¼ 10 as compared to S ¼ 1), both types

experience substantial infection in fewer than five

pathogen generations.

In general, these results are well known for disease

progress modeled by a logistic equation. Here we would

like to draw attention to the way in which the ratio of

disease severity in the two types (the functional

divergence) changes in response to other factors, even

as the ratio of the rate of disease increase for the two

types remains the same. Fig. 1D illustrates the ratio of

disease severity for each of the three examples over time.

If the season is only long enough to allow five

generations of pathogen reproduction, there is little

difference between the three scenarios and estimates of

the difference in disease severity between the two types

increase over the five generations. After five generations,

the difference in disease severity for the case of higher

initial inoculum (C) rapidly becomes obscured. For the

case of higher overall growth rates with lower initial

inoculum (A), the difference in disease severity becomes

obscured after 10 generations.

Consider disease progress in the simplest form of

mixture, a susceptible type mixed with an immune type

(Fig. 2). When the proportion of the susceptible type in

the mixture ps¼ 0.25, the disease severity in the mixture

increases following the logistic model until it reaches

25%. Likewise, the weighted mean of the performance of

the susceptible and resistant types when each is grown

alone increases up to 25%. As a result of ‘‘lost inoculum’’

in the mixture, the mixture does not experience appreci-

able disease for Rs ¼ 1 until more than 10 generations

FIG. 2. Model disease progress over time and corresponding time series of the relative mixture response (RMR) for three
scenarios based on a simple host mixture of a susceptible type and immune type. The lower the RMR, the greater is the disease
reduction due to mixing. (A) Reference parameter combination (Rs¼1, ps¼0.25 [proportion of plants of the susceptible genotype],
S¼ 1). (B) Increased rate of disease progress in the susceptible population (Rs¼ 1.5, ps¼ 0.25, S¼ 1). (C) Parameters as in panel
(A), but with increased initial infection level (Rs¼ 1, ps¼ 0.25, S ¼ 20).
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have passed (Fig. 2A). This is reflected in the very low

values of the RMR, even for greater than 10 generations

(Fig. 2A). When the growth rate Rs increases to 1.5, the

effect of mixing for reduced disease begins to diminish
after five generations and is nearly lost by 20 generations

(Fig. 2B). When the initial infection level is increased

from S¼ 1 to S¼ 20, the effect of mixing is reduced and

is lost rapidly after five generations (Fig. 2C). Mixtures

will result in reduced disease risk when enough

generations have passed that disease is a potential

problem, but not enough generations have passed for

the system to be saturated with inoculum.

Moving to mixtures in which the resistant type is not

immune, suppose Rr ¼ 0.1 rather than 0 (Figs. 3A and

4A). For the same susceptible growth rate (Rs ¼ 1), the

effect of the mixture on the susceptible type is

comparable, but the resistant type is exposed to higher

inoculum levels from the susceptible type such that it

reaches higher rates of infection later than it would have

if growing alone (Fig. 3A). As a result, the RMR

increases after about 10 pathogen generations and goes

above 1 at about 20 pathogen generations (Fig. 4A).

The effect of the overall level of resistance in a mixture

and the effect of the ratio of rates of disease increase for

the resistant and susceptible types were compared in a

factorial with two levels of Rs (1 and 0.5) and two levels
of the ratio Rr/Rs (0.1 and 0.5). The high Rs, high

difference in resistance case was just discussed as giving

similar results to the simple mixture of a susceptible with

an immune type (Figs. 3A and 4A). The high Rs, low

difference in resistance case (Rs ¼ 1 and Rr ¼ 0.5)

demonstrates little reduction in disease during mixing

and a greater increase in disease in mixture after 10

generations (Figs. 3B and 4B). The low Rs, high

difference in resistance case (Rs ¼ 0.5, Rr ¼ 0.05)

demonstrates a steady decrease in RMR to 10 genera-

FIG. 3. Model disease progress curves for host mixtures of a susceptible type and a partially resistant type and for the mean of
types growing separately. (A) Reference parameter combination with susceptible rate of disease progress as in Fig. 2A and growth
rate for resistance 1/10 that of the susceptible type (Rs¼ 1, Rr¼ 0.1, S¼ 1). (B) Increased rate of disease progress for resistant type
compared to (A) (Rs ¼ 1, Rr ¼ 0.5, S ¼ 1). (C) Proportionately reduced growth rate for both susceptible and resistant types
compared to (A) (Rs ¼ 0.5, Rr ¼ 0.05, S ¼ 1). (D) Proportionately reduced growth rate for both susceptible and resistant types
compared to (B) (Rs¼ 0.5, Rr¼ 0.25, S¼ 1). (E) Parameters as in panel (B) but with initial infection level increased 20-fold (Rs¼ 1,
Rr¼ 0.5, S¼ 20). (F) Parameters as in panel (A) but with resistance in the resistant type expressed through reduced sporulation per
infection rather than through reduction of other components of resistance (Rs ¼ 1, Rr ¼ 1, cr ¼ 0.1 [reduction in inoculum
production per infection for partially resistant relative to susceptible type]).
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tions and then maintenance of the low RMR through 20

generations (Figs. 3C and 4C). The low Rs, low

difference in resistance case exhibits only a minor

difference between disease severity in mixture compared

to types grown individually across 20 generations (Figs.

3D and 4D). When the starting infection level is

increased from S ¼ 1 to S ¼ 10 in the high Rs, high

difference in resistance case, this serves to further obscure

the effect of mixing (Figs. 3E and 4E). If the resistance in

the resistant type is expressed through reduced inoculum

production per infection rather than through other

resistance components (i.e., reduced cr rather than

reduced Rr), then the RMR is reduced less during early

phases of the epidemic and becomes much greater than 1

after sufficient generations pass (Figs. 3F and 4F). Note

that the disease progress of a stand of a single resistant

type with parametersRr¼1 and cr¼0.1 is the same as the

disease progress in a stand of a single resistant type with

parameters Rr¼0.1 and cr¼1. These are simply different

ways of partitioning the resistance parameters.

Peruvian field study results

Overall, the effects of diversity on disease severity

were greater during the disease non-conducive La Niña

season compared to the El Niño season. Mixture effects

were generally greater at shorter-season Huancayo sites

compared to longer-season Cajamarca sites. The specific

combination of cultivars in mixtures often appeared to

influence the size of the diversity effect.

In the El Niño season, 1997–1998, significant reduc-

tions in disease were observed near shorter-season

Huancayo for the Chagllina–Tomasa mixture (Fig. 5).

There, disease severity was significantly reduced in

mixture for the susceptible Tomasa, but there was a

corresponding disease increase in mixture for the

relatively resistant Chagllina. The combination of the

two effects resulted in only a small decrease in disease

for the mixture as a whole. The only statistically

significant result at sites near Cajamarca was also a

relatively small change. For the Amarilis-Yungay

mixture, disease severity for the susceptible Yungay

was reduced in mixtures, but disease severity for the

resistant Amarilis was increased in mixtures (Fig. 5).

Even though disease severity was increased on Amarilis

in mixtures, there was still a large reduction in disease

severity for the Amarilis–Yungay mixture overall

because Amarilis had much higher resistance than

Chagllina. There was an estimated disease severity

FIG. 4. Relative mixture response (RMR; ratio of late-blight severity in mixture over the weighted mean late-blight severity in
single-genotype stands) time series corresponding to Fig. 3.
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increase due to host diversity for the Kory–Liberteña

mixture at each site in 1997–1998, though the effect was

not statistically significant at any site (Fig. 5).

In the 1998–1999 La Niña season, the same mixtures

were repeated at each site, allowing for more direct

comparisons. The resistant cultivars, Amarilis and
Kory, had only very low infection near Huancayo

(Fig. 5). The Amarilis–Yungay mixture was repeated

and in this season disease severity was not increased in

mixture for Amarilis. For Amarilis in mixture with

Tomasa, however, there was an estimated increase in
disease severity in mixture at one site near Huancayo

(Fig. 5). This increase was not statistically significant

and was based mostly on the large increase in infection

in Amarilis in one experimental replicate (data not

shown). At the sites near Huancayo, there was
significant disease reduction in mixture for the suscep-

tible component in all four mixtures and for the resistant

component, as well, in some cases (Fig. 5). At the site

near longer-season Cajamarca, there was a statistically

significant reduction in disease in mixture for the
susceptible cultivar only for the Amarilis–Tomasa

mixture, and the magnitude of reduction was relatively

small (Fig. 5).

The host-diversity effect on a given potato cultivar

when paired with different cultivars was also compared

for the 1998–1999 season. There was evidence for a

difference in host-diversity effects on the susceptible

Tomasa in the Amarilis–Tomasa vs. Kory–Tomasa

mixtures at both Huancayo sites (P ¼ 0.01 for H-S99;

P¼ 0.05 for H-P99) but not at the Cajamarca site (P¼
0.27 for C-S99). There was no evidence for a difference
in host-diversity effects on the susceptible Yungay in

Amarilis-Yungay vs. Kory-Yungay mixtures at any of

the three sites (P . 0.69 for all three); neither was there a

difference for the resistant Amarilis or the resistant Kory

at any of the three sites.

Comparison of host diversity effects

in Peru, United States, and Ecuador

There was a general tendency for greater host-

diversity effects for reduced disease severity at the sites

with shorter seasons/lower estimated regional inoculum
loads (Fig. 6). Responses were quite variable for some

locations, however, particularly for Huancayo in 1998

and Cajamarca in 1998. The relationship between

seasonality/inoculum ranking and RMR was statistical-

ly significant when analyzed alone (P ¼ 0.008), but not
when the ratio of the AUDPC in the susceptible

genotype to the AUDPC in the resistant genotype was

also included in the analysis (P ¼ 0.28). There was no

trend within a site–year, but over all mixtures there was

a clear trend toward greater host-diversity effects for

reduced disease for mixtures with greater differences in

FIG. 5. The relative mixture response (RMR; ratio of late-blight severity in mixture over late-blight severity in single-genotype
stands) for each of the potato mixtures studied near Huancayo and Cajamarca, Peru. If there was no host-diversity effect, RMR¼
1. The RMR was calculated for the mixture as a whole and for each of the resistant and susceptible components. Squares indicate
Huancayo sites in the El Niño year, diamonds indicate Huancayo sites in the La Niña year, triangles indicate Cajamarca sites in the
El Niño year, and circles indicate the Cajamarca site in the La Niña year. When a number is printed in place of a symbol, the
number gives the observed RMR, which was off the scale of the figure. Statistical significance of the host-diversity effect, based on
linear contrasts, is indicated for the RMR of the separate components. Solid symbols indicate that the effect was statistically
significant with P , 0.05.
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levels of resistance among components (higher func-
tional divergence) (P¼ 0.001; Fig. 7). One exception was

the Kory–Liberteña mixture at C-P98, which had a large

difference in resistance between components, but a

(statistically nonsignificant) host-diversity effect for

increased disease severity. The other exception was the

Chagllina–Yungay mixture at H-P98, which had a small

difference in resistance between components, but a large
(again, statistically nonsignificant) host-diversity effect

for reduced disease.

DISCUSSION

Our first hypothesis was that greater functional

divergence in mixtures will result in a greater effect of

diversity on disease risk. We defined functional diver-
gence in terms of a greater difference in disease

resistance phenotypes between components grown indi-

vidually. This hypothesis was generally supported by

both the model scenarios we considered and in the

analysis of late blight in potato mixtures across a

climatic gradient. The analysis of functional divergence

is complicated by the fact that the disease resistance
phenotypes change over time when host types are not

immune, with differences between them eventually

becoming obscured as severity in the resistant type

‘‘catches up’’ to severity in the susceptible type (Fig. 1D).

Functional divergence increases initially as severity in

the susceptible type increases proportionately more
rapidly than in the resistant type. For a mixture of a

susceptible and an immune genotype (high functional

divergence), the biodiversity effect to reduce disease

(indicated by reductions in the relative mixture response

[RMR]) declines initially as disease severity in the

monoculture increases rapidly (Fig. 2). As disease in

the susceptible monoculture approaches its maximum
level and disease severity in the mixture rises, the

reduction in disease due to mixing begins to decline.

When the resistant component of a two-genotype

mixture is not immune (Figs. 3 and 4), this simple

model predicts increased infection in the resistant type

when it is in mixture compared to monoculture. The

outcome of this structure is that the disease severity in
mixture can eventually surpass the weighted mean

severity for monocultures, if enough pathogen genera-

tions pass. Our model does not incorporate the

possibility of benefit for both mixture components,

though a benefit of mixing was observed for the resistant

component of some of the potato mixtures and has been

reported in other systems such as rice blast (Zhu et al.
2000). In the Peruvian field studies, functional diver-

gence ranged widely, with greater functional divergence

for a given mixture at the shorter-season Huancayo sites

(Table 3). The observed differences are probably ex-

plained in part by different epidemic ages for the dif-

FIG. 7. The relative mixture response (RMR;
ratio of late-blight severity in mixture over late-
blight severity in single-genotype stands) for each
site–mixture–year combination vs. a measure of
functional divergence (log10[AUDPC of suscep-
tible mixture component/AUDPC of resistant
mixture component]); AUDPC is the area under
the disease progress curve. If there was no host-
diversity effect, RMR ¼ 1. Names of the sites are
also included near the centroid for observations
from that site.

FIG. 6. The relative mixture response (RMR;
ratio of late-blight severity in mixture over late-
blight severity in single-genotype stands) for each
site–mixture–year combination vs. the estimated
level of outside inoculum. If there was no host-
diversity effect, RMR ¼ 1. The ranking of the
level of inoculum was predicted qualitatively
based on the climate of an area and the degree
of seasonality of potato production there (see
Table 4). Each point represents the mean of four
replicate plots of a particular potato mixture at a
particular farm. Results from previous studies in
Corvallis, Oregon, USA (Garrett and Mundt
2000b), and Quito, Ecuador (Garrett et al. 2001),
are also included.
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ferent site-years, as inoculum was introduced earlier or

later in the season. In comparisons across countries, the

greater disease reduction associated with higher func-

tional divergence was clear (Fig. 7).

The form of resistance may also be important for

determining the benefit of mixtures; when the resistance

is specifically in the form of reduced inoculum produc-

tion per infection, the presence of the resistant variety in

mixtures offers less benefit. In Peru, the Kory–Liberteña

mixture showed a somewhat consistent increase in

disease in mixtures compared to the mean for single

genotype monocultures, but evaluation of spores per

lesion produced in vitro (J. Smith, unpublished data) and

lesions per spore produced in the field (data not shown)

did not indicate that incompatible patterns of compo-

nents of resistance explained this response (as in Jeger

1981a, b). On the other hand, in some cases there was

evidence of reduced disease in the more resistant variety

in mixtures, probably either because the varieties dif-

fered in forms of disease resistance, induced resistance as

a result of exposure to inoculum from the other

component, or because of an altered microclimate

(Garrett and Mundt 1999).

Our second hypothesis was that longer seasons, and

associated higher inoculum loads, would result in lower

benefits from host biodiversity. This hypothesis was also

generally supported in both the model scenarios and the

field studies. We evaluated this in our model in terms of

the effects of higher starting inoculum loads and a

higher number of pathogen generations. If the rate of

increase for disease in both resistant and susceptible

types is increased proportionately by more disease-

conducive environmental conditions, the initial reduc-

tion in functional divergence holds over a shorter period

of time. If the initial infection level is higher because of

higher regional inoculum loads, the benefit of mixing is

never as great and the decrease in benefit occurs sooner.

The functional divergence of a mixture is a function of

both genotypic resistance and the environmental condi-

tions (including regional inoculum load) at the local site

where disease severity is measured. For this reason, the

effects of regional inoculum load and the ratio of disease

resistance phenotypes cannot be separated cleanly in

analyses. For example, if the genotypically susceptible

component exhibits higher phenotypic susceptibility

because of a disease-conducive environment, the loss

of benefit from mixing occurs sooner. In the field studies,

there was a general trend for a greater beneficial effect of

mixtures at sites with shorter seasons and less disease-

conducive conditions, where there was likely a lower

regional inoculum load (Fig. 6). This is a logical out-

come. For locations such as Quito, where potatoes are

grown year-round, the regional inoculum load can

increase until another factor such as reduced moisture

availability becomes limiting for pathogen reproduction.

Corvallis is somewhat more complicated: while the

growing season is brief, pathogen generation times ap-

pear to be shorter than in many areas (data not shown).

In areas with limited growing seasons, inoculum build-

up is strictly limited by host availability. However, the

PLATE 1. Peruvian potato field illustrating damage from potato late blight, caused by Phytophthora infestans, in the foreground.
Photo credit: R. J. Nelson.
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relationship between seasonality and biodiversity effect

may be explained to a great extent by the greater

functional divergence observed in shorter-season regions

(Fig. 7).

For some of the mixtures evaluated in Peru, host

biodiversity reduced late blight risk when varieties were

grown together compared to being grown separately,

suggesting that the use of mixtures can be a useful

disease management component in these systems.

Previous studies have shown that host diversity may

be most effective for late blight management when

combined with other management components, such as

fungicide applications (Garrett et al. 2001, Pilet et al.

2006). Mixtures such as the ones evaluated in this study

may be of most practical use when susceptible varieties

are of higher economic value, while resistant varieties

are lower value. This is often the case when new forms of

resistance are incorporated into varieties but are not yet

combined with a full range of desirable traits such as

culinary value. Mixtures may be most effective if they

combine genotypes with different forms of resistance,

such that pathogen populations are partitioned between

the genotypes and all genotypes may experience reduced

disease. While these experimental mixtures were com-

posed of only two genotypes for simplicity, mixtures of

larger numbers of genotypes may be more useful for

disease reduction (Mundt 2002, Skelsey et al. 2005),

though good strategies are needed for formulating the

most useful complex mixtures (Garrett and Cox 2008).

Our field results suggest that the utility of mixtures for

reducing disease will vary over the course of the season,

as discussed by Wolfe and Barrett (1980), and as a

function of the disease-conduciveness of environmental

conditions. The benefits of use of mixtures will be briefer

if the rate of disease increase is sped up by higher initial

infections or more disease-conducive conditions. Con-

versely, if the rate of disease increase is very low or few

pathogen generations fit in a growing season, the impact

of mixtures may be small. The effects of host genotype

on yield were less consistent than the effect on disease

(data not shown), perhaps because of the many types of

interactions possible between the potato genotypes and

between the genotypes and environmental factors.

Our model was designed to examine the general

effects of functional divergence and environment on

disease progress. It has the virtue of simplicity, but

several other factors also contribute to disease risk.

Potato late blight risk has frequently been modeled as a

function of detailed weather variables (e.g., Andrade-

Piedra et al. 2005). For late blight and some other well-

studied pathosystems, the ‘‘disease conduciveness’’ of a

season can be fairly well defined and could be

incorporated in the description of any particular

location where weather data are available. The model

we developed is not spatially explicit, rather it includes

two general types of spatial configuration: a scenario

where types are mixed together and a scenario where

types are distant enough that there is no explicit

inoculum exchange. More detailed spatial structure

can also inform predictions of the effects of biodiversity

on disease risk, both in terms of generalized spatial

configurations (Mundt et al. 1986, van den Bosch et al.

1990, Garrett and Mundt 1999, Park et al. 2002, Bouws

and Finckh 2008) and landscape structures, such as the

tendency for the root pathogen Phytophthora lateralis,

to disperse along rivers and through human transpor-

tation networks (Jules et al. 2002). Animal disease

epidemiology has often emphasized the distinction

between frequency-dependent and density-dependent

transmission of disease (Begon et al. 2002), but, since

agricultural plant systems have often been adapted for

an optimal planting density, the frequency and density

of susceptible hosts generally change in tandem. In the

context of our simple model, the genetic structure of

pathogen populations has effects comparable to those of

environmental disease conduciveness: pathogen geno-

types with more rapid reproduction will result in faster

epidemics with resulting changes in the effects of host

diversity on disease risk. Similarly, the initial inoculum

levels may also be influenced by factors such as the level

of effectiveness of field sanitation, the removal of

infected plant parts that serve as an inoculum source.

In their review of genetic diversity and ecology,

Hughes et al. (2008) identified three general areas for

future development. First, the relationship between

genotypic and phenotypic diversity needs further explo-

ration. For systems in which the genetic basis for

resistance is understood to some extent, genotypic

diversity can be evaluated in terms of not only host

genotype richness (the number of genotypes), but the

variance in host genotypic and phenotypic characters,

where these can be measured in terms of functional

diversity and divergence as well (Garrett et al. 2006b).

Second, what is the relative importance of genotypic

diversity compared to other mechanisms that drive

ecological processes? In our system, we can compare the

effects of genotypic diversity and species diversity, where

non-hosts can produce the greatest functional diver-

gence. In systems of more complex host community

structure, how does the likelihood of pathogen-sharing

change as a function of host species relatedness (Gilbert

and Webb 2007)? When pathogens are shared among

hosts that play different epidemic roles, as for P.

ramorum (Rizzo et al. 2005) where some species may

act as reservoirs, more complex models are required. We

have also demonstrated the role of environmental

factors in determining functional divergence. Third,

there is a need for explicit tests of the potential

mechanisms underlying genotypic diversity effects on

phenotypes. We have demonstrated how disease resis-

tance phenotypes vary with environment, producing

complex interactions among functional divergence,

environment, and biodiversity effects.

These model and field results illustrate several facets

of the relationships among disease severity and the

components of the disease triangle: host (including host
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diversity), environment (including season length), and

pathogen. These relationships are likely to be similar for

managed systems, where host diversity is deployed

following a strategy, as well as in nonagricultural

systems where host diversity occurs without direct

human planning. At a local scale, for example within a

field, the structure of host diversity may reduce likely

disease severity. At a regional scale, higher host diversity

may also reduce regional disease severity. As a basic

principle, disease severity will tend to be higher at both

scales the more disease-conducive the environment is,

the longer the season, the more susceptible the host

population, the lower the host functional divergence,

and the more rapidly the pathogen population repro-

duces. These factors can also reduce the impact of host

diversity on disease severity if they increase the rate of

disease increase to the point that the system is effectively

saturated with inoculum. The quality of disease man-

agement at a regional scale can determine how difficult

management at a local scale will be. If the regional

pathogen load saturates a field with inoculum, not only

will the use of mixtures be less beneficial, but so will

other local practices intended to reduce local inoculum

loads, such as improved local sanitation and the use of

host resistance based on reduced inoculum production

per infection. Seasonal limits can keep the growth of

regional inoculum loads in check. For regions where

changes in climate produce longer disease-conducive

seasons, the use of some local management methods

may be compromised at the same time that the need for

management intensifies (Garrett et al. 2006a). Converse-

ly, where climates change to reduce regional inoculum

loads, well-structured mixtures may become more useful

for disease management, and epidemic initiation may be

delayed. And where longer seasons are combined with

increased intervals of environmental conditions that are

otherwise less conducive to disease (such as drought in

the case of some diseases), the outcome for disease

management will be more difficult to predict. Particular

weather conditions may also favor long-distance dis-

persal events such as spore showers that can play pivotal

roles in epidemics. Similar interactions are likely to

occur for agricultural systems and for natural systems,

so that if the inoculum load shifts with climate change,

the effects of host diversity on epidemics may also be

altered, producing a type of feedback for epidemic risk.
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